Digital Tire Monitoring for Truck + Trailer, Truck, or Bus.

Anytime. Anywhere.

**ContiConnect™ LIVE**
Truck + Trailer, Truck, or Bus Solution

**Key Features**
- Digital tire monitoring available anytime, anywhere
- Immediate actionable insights via phone, tablet and web portal
- Real-time alerts for both slow and fast tire leaks

**ContiConnect™ LIVE Truck + Trailer, Truck, or Bus** is the perfect solution to monitor your tires at all times. The web portal and mobile app give you around-the-clock access to critical tire data like GPS location, over and under inflation, rapid pressure loss, slow tire leaks, temperature, and even mileage. This gives your fleet the ultimate advantage of actionable insights towards extended tire life, reduced roadside breakdowns, improved fuel consumption and consequently Lowest Overall Driving Cost.

**Scan the QR code** or contact your Continental representative for more information!

**Need a Representative?** Call us at 1 (800) 450-3187.